1. Take MRT Blue Line to ZhongxiaoXinsheng Station (BR14), or MRT Orange Line to ZhongxiaoXinsheng Station (O7). Taipei Tech is located at Exit 4. (Look for the sign reading National Taipei University of Technology.)

2. Make a U turn right after you walk out of the metro station.
3. Walk straight about 500 meters.

4. **PAST** the main gate of Taipei Tech on your left-hand side, and **STRAIGHT ON**.
4. Cross the street when you see the viaduct. (Everlight Building, marked in red in the below photo, at the other side of the road, will be within sight.)
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5. Continue straight ahead another 30 meters till you find Everlight Building of Taipei Tech and the entrance to the GIS TAIPEI TECH Conference Center on your left-hand side.
6. APLX Conference venue is on the 2nd floor.